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Let M be a finite set consisting of ki elements of type i, i = 1, 2,..., n and let S 
denote the set of subsets of M or, equivalently, the set of all vectors x = (x1, 
x2 ,..., x,) with integral coefficients xi satisfying 0 Q xi < ki , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
An antichain OZ is a subset of S in which there is no pair of distinct vectors x and y 
such that x is contained in y (that is, there is no pair of distinct vectors x and y 
such that the inequalities xi < yi , i = 1, 2,..., n all hold). Let I Y(n 1 denote the 
number of vectors in S which are contained in at least one vector in a and let 
IBaI = G~a(x~+xz-t- *.* + ~3, the number of basic elements in 01. For 
given m we give procedures for calculating min I YQ? 1 and min I BLZ 1, where the 
minima are taken over all m-element antichains LT in S. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let k, , k, ,..., k, be positive integers, k, < k, < a.* < k, . By a multiset 
M(k, , k, ,..., k,) we mean a finite set consisting of k, elements of type i, 
i = 1, 2,..., n. For example, M might be a set of K = k, + k, + 1.. + k, 
billiard balls, ki of color i, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. We use the vector x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) 
to denote the subset of M having xi elements of type i, 0 < xi < ki , 
i = 1, 2,..., n, and S = S(k, , k, ,..., k,) to denote the set of all such vectors. 
A set OT of subsets of M, or equivalently a subset Q? of S is an antichain if 
and only if no two of its elements are related by setwise inclusion; that is, 
for no two distinct elements x and y of GZ do the inequalities xi < yi , 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n all hold. 
This paper concerns minimizing two functionals defined on the set of all 
antichains in S. For an antichain G? in S we use Y@ to denote the set of vectors 
y in S which satisfy y < x for at least one x in fl and 1 BO;! 1 to denote the 
number of basic elements in GE 1 BQlj = Cxsd 1 x 1, where 1 x I = x, + 
x2 + *** + x, . For given m, we seek min I B02 I and min 1 YCZ 1, where the 
minima are taken over all m-element antichains in S. There is a common 
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extremal set for these two problems. We denote it X(m) and turn to its 
description now. 
For any subset H of S we use (j)H to denote the subset of H consisting 
of vectors h which satisfy 1 h 1 = j, j = 0, I, 2 ,..., K. The sequence 
of numbers / (0)s j, j(l)S I,..., I(K)S 1 is unimodal [I. p. 4101; that is, 
l(j - 11s I < I(j)S I, j = 1,2 )..., [K/2] and I(j)S / = j(K - j)S j, j = 0, 1 
2,..., [K/2], where [K/2] is the integral part of K/2. (In the special case k, = 
k2 = . . . = k, = 1, A4 is an ordinary n-element set and I(j)S 1 is the binomial 
coefficient (j”).) It is no loss of generality to assume 0 < m <I([K/2])S / since 
m-element antichains do not exist for other m’s [9, Theorem 1, p. 1911. 
Let I* denote the unique integer satisfying j(I*)S I < m < /(I* + 1)s /. 
For x ES, let TX = {(x1 - 1, x2 ,..., x,J, (x1 , xZ - 1, x, ,..., XJ ,..., (x1 ,..., 
x,-~ , x, - 1)} n S; thus TX is the set of all sets obtainable by removing 
exactly one basic element from x. For H C S, rH denotes UxoH rx. F(e, H), 
L(e, H) denote, respectively, the lexicographically first and last e elements 
of H, 0 < e < I H 1, where I H / is the number of vectors in H and x < y 
in lexicographical order if and only if xi < yi for the smallest integer i such 
that xi # yi . We will use repeatedly and without further mention the fact 
that for 1 <j < K, rF(e, (j)S) is F(I I’F(e, (j), S)j, (j - 1)s) [3, p. 235 
Lemma 31; that is, the result of applying r to the first several elements of (j)S 
is the first several elements of (j - 1)s. 
Finally let J denote the smallest of the solutions e of 
e + I(Z*)S / - 1 rF(e, (I* + 1)s) / = m 
(that this equation has solutions is shown in our proof) and let 
X(m) = F(J, (l* + 1)s) u ((l*)S - rF(J, (I* + 1)s). 
(1) 
(2) 
THEOREM. For m satisfying 1 < m < [K/2], 
min I Ya / = / YX(m)l = J + 1 I(j)S I (3) 
j=o 
and 
min I BcZ / = I BX(m)l = J(l* + 1) + (m - J) I* 
where the minima are taken over all m-element antichains 02 in S. 
(4) 
These problems have been discussed elsewhere in the k, = 1 special case. 
The problem corresponding to Y was solved by Kleitman [lo] under the 
additional hypothesis that m is a binomial coefficient, and was treated 
unsatisfactorily for general m in [5, p. 2371. The problem corresponding to B 
appears as a special case in Daykin’s paper [8] where he generalizes the 
problem in a different direction from that of our theorem. 
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Procedures for calculating 1 I’F(e, (j)S)l and I(j)S 1 j = 0, I,..., K are given 
in [4], so it is possible to calculate min 1 Y02 1 and min 1 BLPl I. For the k, = 1 
special case, a simpler procedure is presented in [6]. Using this procedure 
in the case k, = k, = -.* = k,, = 1, m = 121 one finds that X(121) is 
F(50, (4)s) u L(71, (3)S), which has 413 basic elements. This contradicts 
a remark of Daykin [8, p. 941. 
Since these problems have the same extremal set it is natural to expect 
that the solution of either problem can be deduced from the solution of 
the other. We have not been able to do this and are therefore forced to 
consider both problems as we proceed. 
2. LEMMAS 
Below CPG denotes an antichain consisting of m elements x of S and 1 and Y 
denote, respectively, the smallest and largest integers t for which (t)n # a. 
In terms of the method we have presented in [5] for visualizing these problems, 
I and Y are, respectively, the indices of the left-most and right-most nonempty 
columns of G!. We will establish the theorem by showing with the help of 
the following lemmas how to replace 0! by a succession of antichains, the last 
of which is X(m), without ever increasing / Y(.)l or 1 B(a)\. @ is compressed 
if and only if (j)02 = F(l(j)GZ 1, (j)S - r(j + 1) Y@‘), j = IZ, n - l,..., 0 
where r@ is understood to be o . 
LEMMA 1. If 02 is an antichain in S, there is a corresponding compressed 
antichain CGPG satisfying 
and 
I(j)C@l = IWI, j=O,l K ,...> (5) 
I YcaI < I w, (BCCPti = /BG?l. (6) 
That / BCLZ 1 = / BC!? 1 follows immediately from (5); the rest of the proof 
is parallel to the proof of Lemma 1 of [5, p. 2371. 
Now let CI denote a compressed antichain. We will say that r can be reduced 
if and only if for some integer t, 1 < t < I(r)@ /. 
I r(rP - Wt, W@l >, l(rP I - f, 
The proof of the next lemma suggests the reason for this terminology. 
LEMMA 2. If OT is a compressed antichain for which r can be reduced, then 
there is a compressed antichain LT’,for which r cannot be reduced and I YGZ’ I < 
jYGZ/andiBE/<jB@/. 
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Proof: Replacing the last I( 1 - t elements of 02 by any I( / - t 
elements of I’(r)OZ - I’F(t, (r)OZ) decreases 1 Y(o)1 and 1 B(.)l; the resulting 
antichain can be replaced by a compressed antichain by Lemma 1. Since this 
process cannot be continued indefinitely, at some point a compressed anti- 
chain for which r cannot be reduced results, and the lemma is proved. 
Next, call a compressed antichain @full if and only if @)a is the last I( 1 
elements of (1)X 
LEMMA 3. A compressed antichain Q! for which r cannot be reduced can 
be replaced by a compressed fill antichain for which r cannot be reduced and 
I m’ I < I yfs! I, IBC ,cl=JI (7) 
or X(1 GZ I) satisfies 
I yxt < I YM/, IBXI < IB@/. (8) 
Proof. Let I’ be the smallest integer such that (I’) Ya is a proper subset 
of (V)s. We assume that 02 is not already full and therefore I’ ,< 1. If I’ < I, 
replacing elements of (r)GZ with elements of (I’)S - (I’) YQ does not increase 
I Y(.)l and actually decreases / B(.)l. Let the resulting antichain be replaced 
by a compressed antichain for which r cannot be reduced and (7) is satisfied 
and let this process be repeated if 1’ is still strictly less than I. This cannot go 
on indefinitely since ~ B(.)l cannot be decreased indefinitely. Thus we arrive 
at a compressed full antichain a’ for which 1’ = I and r cannot be reduced. 
If 1’ = I < r, a repetition of the above reasoning yields the result; if 
I’ = 1 = r, @ is F(I cIZ /, (r)S) and I’ = r implies IV2 is (r - 1)s. It then 
follows from the next lemma that I CZ I > j(r - 1)s 1, but the equality cannot 
hold because r cannot be reduced. Then replacing 0! by X(1 02 I) does not 
increase 1 Y(.)I or I B(.)I in view of the definition of X(1 G! I). 
LEMMA 4. Zf r < [K/2] and TF(h, (r)S) = (r - l)S, then h > I(r - 1)s 1. 
Pro05 We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, (r)S and (r - 1)s 
consist, respectively, of the I-tuples r and r - 1. Thus h and I(r - 1)s I are 
always 1. 
Assume the lemma holds for t-tuples, t = 1,2,..., (n - 1) and consider 
n-tuples. Let k, ,..., k, satisfying kl < kz < ... < k, be given and let 
W, k, ,..., k,) denote the set of n-tuples obtained by preceding each (n - I)- 
tuple in S(k, ,..,, k,) with a 0. Since the lemma holds in S(k, ,..., k,) by the 
induction hypothesis, it is clear that it holds in S(0, k, ,..., k,) in view of 
the completely similar way r acts on these two sets. Assume now that the 
lemma holds on S(k, kz ,..., k,), k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., k, - I and consider 
Sk , k, ,..., k,). 
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Suppose Kis odd. If (r - 1) S(k, , k, ,..., kn) contains no n-tuples beginning 
with k, , the result follows since r < [K/L] = [(K - I)/21 and the lemma 
holds in S(k, - I, k, ,..., k,). If (r - 1) S(k, , k, ,..., k,) does contain 
n-tuples beginning with k, , h must be large enough so that F(h, (r) S(k, , 
k 2 ,..., k,)) contains elements beginning with k,; otherwise I?t;(h, (r) S(k, , 
k 2 ,..., k,)) = (r - 1) S(k, , k, ,..., k,) would not be possible. If h’ = 
I(r) SO& - I, k, ,...> k,)l it follows that h > h’. Since r(l) S(k, - 1, 
k 2 ,..., kJ = (r - 1) S(k, - 1, k, ,..., k,), r < [(K - I)/21 and the lemma 
holds in S(k, - I, k, ,..., k,), it follows that h’ >, I(r - 1) (k, - 1, k, ,,.., k,)l. 
The elements of (r - 1) S(k, , k, ,..., k,) - (r - 1) S(k, - I, k, ,..., k,) are 
images under r of (r) S(k, , k, ,..., k,) - (r) S(k, - I, k, ,..., k,). There are 
h - h’ elements of F(h, (r) S(k, ,..., k,)) in this last set. In view of the similar 
way r, with range restricted to n-tuples beginning with k, , acts on 
09 WI , kz ,..., k,J - (4 S(k, - 1, k, ,..., k,) and (r - k,) S(0, k, ,..., k,), the 
assumption the lemma holds in S(0, k, ,..., k,) and the fact that r < 
(K - I)/2 implies r - k, < [(k2 + ... + k,)/2], it follows that h - h’ > 
l(r - k, - l)S(k,,..., k,)l = I(r - l)S(k, . . . . . k,)l - l(r - l)S(k, - 1, k, ,..., k,)l, 
and h = h - h’ + h’ > !(r - 1) S(k, , k, ,..., k,)(. 
If K is even, the argument is completely similar except when r = K/2. 
In this case r S (K - I)/2 and so h’ = l(r) S(k, - I, k, ,..., k,)l 3 
i(r - 1) S(k, - 1, k, ,..., k,)j does not follow from the lemma holding in 
S(k, - 1, k, ,..., k,); however, the equality actually holds in this case because 
the numbers l(j) S(k, - 1, k, ,..., k,)j, j = 0, I,..., (K - 1) are unimodal and 
r - 1 = [(K - 1)/2]. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
It follows from the preceding lemmas that in searching for an m-element 
antichain which minimizes I Y(.)l or I B(.)l we may restrict our attention to 
compressed full m-element antichains for which r cannot be reduced and 
2 < r. The results (9) through (12’) will enable us to show that we may also 
assume I = (r - 1). 
Companion to the operator r is the operator P which associates with each 
x E S the set of all subsets of A4 obtainable by adjoining exactly one basic 
element to x; that is, Px = {(x1 + I, x2 ,..., x,), (x1 , x2 + I, x, ,..., x,) ,..., 
(Xl > x2 >.--> x,-~ , x, + I)} n S. For an arbitrary subset H of S, PH denotes 
lJhsH Ph. It is known that I rF(e, (j)S I is a subadditive function of e for 
fixed j and an increasing function ofj for fixed e [7, Theorem I]: 
and 
(9) 
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It is also known that 
and 
(11) 
I rr;(lWS I, W>l - I WIWS I - e, CM>I 
< I JRl(j + 1)s I, (j + l>S)l - I rF(lj + 1)s I - e, (j + I>S)l. (12) 
The last two inequalities here are exactly inequalities 8’ and 9’ of[7, 
Theorem 21 in the present notation. Duals of these inequalities are 
I WeI + e2 , WS)l d I PL(el , W)l + I fW2 , (j>S>L (9’) 
I We, W)l 3 I PL(e, (j + lF)l, (10’) 
I PLki + e2 , W)l - I PW, , (j>S>l 
2 I PL(IW I, W)l - I PWW I - e2, W)l, (11’) 
and 
I PUl(j + OS I, (j + 1X91 - I PL(l(j + 1)s I - e, (j + lP)l 
G I PL(IWS 1, W)l - I PWW I - e, WN. (12’) 
The duals (9’) through (12’) follow easily from (9) through (12) and the 
observation rH = cPcH, where c(h, , h, ,..., h,) = (k, - h, , k, - h, ,..., 
k, - h,), cH = UhsH ch, and H denotes any subset of S. For example, 
proving (9’), we have 
I WeI + e2 , W)l = I cPcF(eI + e2 , (K -j>S)l = I rF(e, + e,, (K -j)S>I 
< 1 rF(e, , (K - j)S)I + 1 rF(e, , (K - j)S)l 
= I WeI , WS>l + I We2 , (SW 
Now let GZ be a compressed full antichain for which r cannot be reduced. 
If I = r, OZ is (I* + 1)s and replacing fl by X(1 02 I) only decreases I Y(e)1 and 
/ B(e)\ in view of the definition of X(1 G! I), so we henceforth assume 2 < r. 
If 1 < r - 1, we now show that GE can be replaced with an antichain having 
I = r - 1 without increasing ( Y(.)[ or j B(.)l. 
Suppose I(l)@ I = M 3 N = ) T(r)@ I. We replace (r)a by an I( I- 
element subset of PL(M, (I)S) - PL(A4 - N, (Z)S) = 2. This can be done 
since 
I 2 I = I PL(M, (OS)1 - I PUM - N W)l 
3 I PL(I(OS I, W)l - I f’L(IW I - N, W)l 
> 1 PL(l(r - l)S)l, (r - 1)S)I - I PL(I(r - INI - N, (r - 1)S)l 
3 I(r)@ I- 
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The first inequality above follows from (11’) with N = e2 and M - N = e,; 
the second follows from (12). The last inequality follows from the inclusion 
(r)S - PL(j(r - 1)s I - N, (r - 1)s) 3 @)a 
which holds because if x E (r)CY, then TX C F(r)a = F(N, (Y - 1)s). Thus 
(TX) n L(l(r - 1)S)l - N, (r - 1)s) = o and x # PL(j(r - I)S)l - N, 
(r - 1)s). With 2’ denoting any i(r)@ I-element subset of 2, we replace 0L by 
GT’ = (CT- (r)U - F(N, L(M, (Z)S)) U T(r)@ U Z’, 
which is a j G? j - I( J - N + N + I( j = ) GF? j element antichain with 
right-most and left-most column indices r’ and I’ satisfying r’ = r - 1, 
I’ 2 1 and therefore r’ - I’ < r - I. 
Since 
and 
Y(Ol) = [Y(GZ) n Y(Ol’)] u [(r)Ol] u [F(N, L(M, (l)S) - IT’] 
Y(csl’) = [Y(a) n Y(fl’)J u [z’], 
where the bracketed sets on the right sides of the above equations are mutually 
disjoint, it follows that [ Y(QZ)I 3 I Y(0Z’)l. Also, since r could not be reduced, 
j(r)Ol ] > N and therefore 
or 
1 BGY’ / = [ BOlI - I(r)Q! II - NZ + (r - l)N + I(r)@ j(Z + 1) 
1 B(Ol)j - ( BOY I = (I(r)@ / - N)(r - I - 1) > 1, 
so B is actually strictly reduced. (That the reduction is strict here is important 
in proving a corollary of the theorem). 
On the other hand, if A4 < N we replace 
W = (r)Ol n {PL(j(r - 1)S)l -N + M, (r - 1)s) - PL(j(r - 1)S)l -N, (r - 1)s)) 
which is the last several elements of (r)Gl, by a ) W J-element subset of 
PL(M, (Z)S). This can be done since 
I PL(M, (Z)S)l >, I PLW, (r - l)S>l 
3 I PL(l(r - I)S)l - N + M, (r - lF>l 
- I PL(l(r - l>%l - N, (r - 1X9 
= 1 PL(l(r - 1)S)l - N + M, (r - 1)s) 
- PL(l(r - 1)s - N, (r - I)S)l 
3 I WI. 
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The first inequality here follows from (IO’) and the second from ‘(9’) with 
M = e, and [(r - 1)s ) - N = e2 . Let W’ denote any 1 W I-element subset 
of PL(M, (1)S), and consider 
a’ = (a - w - L(M, (Z)S)) u W’ u (L(l(r - 1)s / - N + M, (r - 1)s) 
- L(l(r - 1) S(n)l - N, (r - 1)s)). 
@‘isan ~~~-~W~--M+\W\+M=j@~ elementantichainwith 
I’ = I + 1 and r’ < r, so we again have r’ - I’ < r - I. Since 
YbT = [IQ n ET] u [ W] u [L(M, (Z)S) - Tw’] 
and 
YCY’ = [ Ya n XT] u [ W] 
where the bracketed sets on the right sides of the above equation are mutually 
disjoint, we again have 1 Ycpl 1 > 1 YGF?’ I. Also, since r could not be reduced, 
1 W 1 > M and therefore 
or 
(BaI--IBa’l=(/W]---M)(r-I-l)>O, 
so I B(.)l is again strictly reduced. 
Now let X be any m-element antichain. Since r - I cannot be decreased 
indefinitely, a finite number of repetitions of the preceding argument shows 
that there is a compressed full m-element antichain X’ contained in (r - I)&’ u 
(r)S such that I YX’ I < 1 YX I and I IL!? I < / BX I. Since x’ is compressed 
and full we have for some integer e > 0 
X’ = F(e, (r’)S) U ((r - 1)s - IF(e, (r’)S)) 
= F(e, (r’)S) U L(m - e, (r - 1)s). 
Since r’ corresponding to X’ cannot be reduced, e > 1 FF(e, (r’)S)j = 
I(r’ - 1)s ) - (m - e) or 
m > I(r’ - 1)s I. (13) 
Also, since r’ ,( [K/2], it follows that I(r’)S I/l(r’ - 1)s 1 > 1, and therefore 
from Anderson’s results [l] we have 
I PL(m - e, (r’ - l)S)l > ,(,‘!l’T;s , 1 L(m - e, (r’ - 1)s 1 > m - e. 
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Because X’ is an antichain, F(e, (r’)S) and PL(m - e, (I’ - 1)s) are disjoint 
and therefore 
I(r’)S 1 2 I F(e, (r’)S)l + I PL(m - e, (r’ - I)S)l 2 e + m - e = m. (14) 
From (13) and (14) we have I(r’)S ] > m > ](r’ - 1)s 1; then (r’ - 1) is I* 
and X’ is actually 
F(e, (I* + 1)s) U ((l*)S - rF(e, (1* + 1)s)). 
Hence m = e + ](Z*)S ) - I rF(e, (I* + 1)s /, so e is a solution of (1). 
Since J is the smallest solution of (I), 
I YX I 2 I YX’ I = e + C I(j)S I 3 J + ‘g IW I = I Yx(m)l 
j=O j=O 
and (3) follows; (4) follows in the same way and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. If G! is an m-element antichain having the minimal number 
of basic elements and \(l*)S I < m < j(l* + 1)s 1, then for each x E G’& 
) x 1 > I*. 
Proof. Let 1 and r correspond to Ol and suppose there exists an x in a 
such that j x 1 < I*. Then r 2 I* + 1 since we would otherwise have 
I Ba 1 < ml* < I BX(m)[, contradicting the theorem. Thus I < 1 x [ < I* < 
r - 1, and 1 -C r - 1. In applying the part of the proof of the theorem 
relevant to replacing O! by X(m), we now find that 1 B(s)1 is strictly reduced. 
This contradicts that C! has the minimal number of basic elements and 
establishes the corollary. 
Brace and Daykin have given a simple proof of the k, = 1 special case of 
our corollary under the additional hypothesis that I* < (n + 1)/3. 
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